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Abstract
We build the logical model for such mental disorder as
autism. The formalism reproduces corrupted reasoning
about knowledge, belief and intentions and is subject to
experimental evaluation based on the set of multi-agent
scenarios. The distinguishing features of autistic reasoning
to are analyzed to construct the so~vare tools for diagnosis
and traiIfing of the children with autism and accompanying
mental disorders.

Introduction

In tiffs study, we build tile logical model for the specific
t31ae of human agents: autistic patients. We analyze the
distinguishing features of autistic reasoning to construct
the software tools for diagnosis and training of the
children with autism and accompanying mental disorders.

Autism is a relatively rare multifactorial disorder that
affects about 5 out of every 10,000 school-aged children.
This disorder is characterized by impaired social
interaction and conmnmication combined with repetitive
and stereot)qaed patterns of behavior. We focus on some
peculiarities of the reasoning of autistic children, which
are tightly connected with such field as Logical Artificial
Intelligence and could be significant for both autism
diagnosis and training. It has been recently discovered that
autistic children cannot reason properly about the
mental states and mental actions of themselves and others
03aron-Cohen 1988, Leslie & Thaiss 1992, Leslie 1987,
Wetherby & Prntting 1984). At the same time, the
deductive capabilities of tile autistic children concerning
other domains match their mental ages. Autistic children
are capable of relatively normal reasoning about physical
attributes such as time, space, states and actions, yet
reasoning about mental states including intentions,
knowledge and beliefs is reduced in various degrees.
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We base our model of the human agent on the hypothesis
that there is a number of standard axioms for mental
attributes; these axioms are genetically set for normal
children and are corrupted in the autistic brain. The
patterns of corruption vary from patient to patient and are
correlated with the specifically outlined groups of autistic
children. So autistic children have to acquire these axioms
explicitly, by means of direct training, using their specific
instances.

There is a series of studies, which have introduced the
interactive environment for rehabilitation of children with
autism. These studies are intended to support the children
attempt to explore the environment, learning social-
emotional cues. A remote control device (Resnick 1987),
video-clips together with a set of dolls (Blocher 1999),
autonomous mobile robot (Dautenhahn & Werry 2000)
was used to stimulate the emotional activity of children
with autism.

Our approach is more focused on the specific reasoning
model and is intended to teach the proper analysis and
decision-making rather than emotional development. In
accordance to our model of autism, the higher and wider
emotional activity will follow the development of proper
analytical thinking about the mental world.

The paper is organized as follows. The first section
introduces the logical model of autism and contains its
descriptions, results and discussions. The second section
introduces the training scenarios, and the third section
presents different components of the autism training
toolkit. This toolkit combines such AI technologies as
reasoning about knowledge, natural language
understanding and narrative generation (Fagin et al 1995,
Konolige 1996, Galitsl9, 1999b).

The logical model of autism

Phenomena of Computational Autism
Involving multiple scientific knowledge: psychology,
neurobiology, mathematical logic and artificial
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intelligence helps to build tile systematic approach to file
analysis of peculiarities of autistic reasoning. To link the
h)q~othesis, formulated in the sciences with high level of
strictness and formality, with experimental data,
traditionally formulated on the intuitive basis, the letter
should be better represented to match the standards of the
former. We start with the language and axioms for mental
states, proceed to simulated, normal and autistic
features of reasoning about them, develop the diagnosis
and training scenarios and analyze the resultant reasoning
capabilities in autistic kids. On that way, we address the
issue of brain realization of axiomatic reasoning, as well
as implementation of reasoning about intentions,
knowledge and belief in autistic and normal brain.

The idea of simulating the peculiarities of human
behavior via symbolic reasoning is not novel. Such mental
disorder as schizophrenia was thorouglfly studied by the
members of AI connnunity. By means of introduced
axiomatic it was possible to reproduce some verbal
reaction of the patients. Logical simulation of autistic
patients allowed to focus on the specific (mental) patterns
of reasoning, which has already been introduced in the
field, and perform the modeling of hmnan behavior on the
higher level of abstraction and generality, titan logical
investigation of other mental diseases. On the contrary,
other mental disorders required the invention of special
disorder-specific axioms, not interpretable taken
separately from the subject of simulation. Observation and
logical simulation of autism allows us to describe tile
phenomenon in terms of axioms about knowledge and
belief and to bring in the additional evidence of validity
and applicability of this particular field of deductive
reasoning.

Experimental data for autistic children, supporting the
focus on their corrupted speculation on the mental states,
was obtained quite recently (Leslie & Thaiss 1992,
Mawhood, Howlin & Rutter 2000, Prior et al 1998).
Displaying peculiarities of tifinking about mental states is
inherent to the very beginning of verbal mental age: the
older the autistic child, the more mixed is the corruption
of various aspects of reasoning. In other words, when a
cluld grows, the specific speculation patterns become more
and more distorted. At the same time, it is very hard to set
up experiment environment with 3-4 year old autistic kids,
usually trying to avoid any conversation.

Note that deviation of reasoning patterns is inherent not
only to autistic patients; some patients with other mental
disorders display the similar patterns. For simplification,
we introduce the metaphoric concept of computational
autism to focus on the corruption of reasoning about other
persons and himself/herself. We keep in mind that
reasoning about other modalities can deviate as well, but
in a lesser degree. Therefore, our diagnosis and training is
oriented for the patients with computational autism, which
does not fully match the generally accepted classification
of autism syndromes.

An important conjecture of our study is that it advises
us how do decrease the degree of reasoning corruption.
Let us consider the following analogy, which illustrates
the hypothetical mechanism of trnining for computational
autism. Imagine that the normal humans find themselves
on a planet, where the motion control requires knowledge
of axioms other than ones for Euclidean space. A normal
human does not need the axioms for Euclidean space to
conduct the motion control because the required basic
knowledge is genetically set. However, the new planet
does require learning of new axioms (imagine for
example, 4-dimentional or projective space) to conduct the
motion control, because these axioms were not set
genetically for normal humans. The similar situation, in
accordance with our model, occurs for the autistic
patients: some mental axioms are missing, but can be
acquired. The same way the normal brain can learn the
new geometric axioms to behave properly in the new
conditions, the autistic brain can accept corrupted
knowledge and skills by means of training the missing
axioms. It is well known that the brain can adapt to a
variety of environments of different modalities, sometimes
acquiring the experience via verbalized rules. This is the
case for our approach to rehabilitation of reasoning of the
autistic patients.

Reasoning about mental states

The basic mental states are intention (subsumes goals
and desires), knowledge and belief The difference
beP, veen belief and knowledge is that an agent is capable
of changing and revising beliefs, but knowledge is only
subject to acquisition. Almost any mental state or action
concept can be defined within these basic mental states
after adding an arbitrary predicate for a physical state or
action. Some mental concepts cannot be formally derived
using the basis above; however, this basis introduces the
classes of equivalence with respect to the decision
concerning the fixed set of actions (physical and mental).
In other words, basic and derived mental states are the
factorization of cognitive and emotional states relatively to
resultant physical or mental action.

For example, the concepts inform, deceive, explain,
forgive, etc. (see the third Section for details) can 
expressed via want-know-believe basis. Conversely, the
concept fear is neither basic nor derivable concept;
however, it is equivalent to not want relatively to the
potentially implied physical action (e.g. to run away). The
difference between fear, not want and prefer to avoid is in
the "degree of influence" of the mental concept; therefore,
we can ignore this difference having the explicit degree
for each concept within an equivalence class. As an
example of the derived mental predicates, let us consider
the pair of concepts "pretend for a person-be kidding with
a person". The former concept is expressible in our basis,
and the latter one requires inclusion of the concept joking
in the definition in addition to its part, similar to that of
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pretending. The resultant action depends on the class of
equivalence, containing both these predicates, and can be
determined by the former one. Our speculations may seem
too informal, but the statement can be posed as a theorem
in the enviromnent of the fixed set of concepts.
Furthermore, introduced basis gives a solid background
for the design of training scenarios.

Autistic reasoning is corrupted in respect to the mental
states and actions of him/herself as well as of the others.
The phenomenon of computational autism is strongly
correlated with the syntax of mental formulas: frequently
autistic children do mistakes with the similar scenarios
involving themselves and tile others. Syntactically, the
difference is just the substitution of atom either for itself or
other agent in a predicate for mental state or action.

We choose the most natural concepts (formulas) from
the set of all well-formed formulas in our basic system.
We then create a series of scenarios for each concept to
determine if a child applies the formula (axiom) correctly
and thus possesses that axiom. Every autistic child can
then be categorized by the subset of corrupted mental
axioms. We build the logical program with normal
behavior to imitate the control patients (Galitsky 1998).
Autistic patients are
particular set of mental
The structure of the
statistical properties are
We refer the reader to
logical programming.

simulated by eliminating the
axioms in this logical program.
corruption patterns and their

the subjects of the further stud),.
(Dahl 1999) to related issues 

Applicability test Applicability test
Mental formula and its definition s emantic comments by the control by the autistic

group(°) group(°)
agent wants to perform an

want(Agent, do(Agent, Action)). action lOO 95
agent wants another agent to

want(A gent, do(DAgent, Action)). perform an action lOO 85
want(Agent, know(Agent,What)):- (believe(Agent,
know(KA gent, What)), ask(Agent, KAgent, What)).

agent wants (himself) to know 95 72

believe(A gent, want(WA gent, know(WAgent, What)))
:- p refer(A gent, tell(A gent,WA gent, What),

agent believe that other agent

OtherAction).
wants to know 90 44

believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, What))):-
believe(Agent, inform(WAgent,KAgent, What)).

agent believes that someone else
believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, What))) : wants the third person to 
not know( KAgent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent,
What))), inform(Agent,KAgent, ask(KAgent,
WAgent, What)). 93 37

believe(Agent, want(WAgent, know(KAgent, agent believes that someone else

want(Agent, What))) :- believe(Agent, wants the third person to know

inform(WAgent,KAgent, want(Agent, What))). what this agent wants 93 35

Table 1: Examples of the mental formulas and their possible definitions(left column) and semantic comments(right column). Various
formulas are built in the basis of want-know-believe and ask/itform in addition. The action/state predicates have the inmost occurrence:
do(Agent, Aetio~O or lIqlat. Last four rows present the mental axioms (which might be corrupted in the autistic patients). All well-formed
fonnutas are interpretable by the autism simulation toolkit; however, not all of them can be a plot of a real-life scenario (see Galitsky
1999a, and web page (Galitsky, 1997). Third and fourth columns show the results of mental axiom applicability testing for control and
autistic groups, averaged through the patients and trials (specific scenarios). The number shows the percentage of misunderstood
scenarios (from Section 3) failed by the patients from respective groups.

Konolige 1996). Autism phenomenon seems to be
Definition of the concept inform via the want, know and
believe (a typical exercise for the autistic children).
inform(Who, tVhom, What):-

want(Who, know(Whom, What)),
believe(Who, not know( Whom, What)),
believe(Who, want(Whom, know( Whom, What))).

There is a number of logical systems for representing
intentions, knowledge and belief (Fagln et al 1995,

important for logicians to choose a logical formalism,
adequate for human intelligence. The model of the brain
and its specific reasoning and, in particular, the model of
the autistic brain, is very difficult to build. The difference
beP, veen these two models fits into the limited formalism
of mental attributes, so that this restricted component of
brain activity can be subject to logical modeling. The
autistic phenomenon seems to be the only one that links
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the biological brain with tile axiomatic method in the
foundations of mathematics.

There are some fruitful analogies between physics as a
verification of mathematical abstractions and mental
phenomena for choosing the most adequate logical
calculus (algorithm). Real data about reasoning in 
human brain introduces the preferences for tile family of
logically valid approaches for mental states. Each of these
calculus is oriented to the specific view of hmnan
intelligence, based on the author’s observation of human
intuition coming from tile generally-accepted reasoning
patterns.

Discussion of the model
Tile axiomatic method includes two components for a
formal theory: axioms and inference rules. Which of this
component is affected by autism stronger? Specific axioms
themselves are rather corrupted by autism, then the
inference rules, which are likely the same for reasoning
about mental and physical states and actions.
The specific primitives of autism, affecting the reasoning

about mental states, are tile mental axioms containing the
predicates of knowledge and intention. Various situations
where autistic children display abnormal behavior can be
constructed, using these axioms.
The reduced capabilities of modeling the mental states of

himself/herself and other persons do not serve as the main
criterion of autism. There are other behavioral criteria,
which are more explicit and can be revealed at the pre-
verbal development stage. However, the reasoning about
mental state is more suitable for formalization and
mathematical modeling.
There are various formal systems of reasoning about

knowledge, belief and intention. Does autism modeling
give the preference to a particular approach? The autism
phenomenon is the strong criterion for choosing the
adequate formalism for the mental concepts and
reasoning. Just a single formal system (Galitsky 1998) out
of many approaches is found to match the brain
functioning from tile autistic prospective. Such the system
derives those and only those formulas (theorems) that
accompany a scenario of multiagent behavior; if these
formulas are failed by autistic kids, these kids can be
traiued to handle it properly. The situation is analogous to
the physical modeling where just a single formalism can
be valid from the multiple internally consistent ones.
Does every child can be trained any mental formula.’? For

tile given formula complexity, that is determined by the
mental age of a child. Besides, the following monotonicity
proposition holds: tile more complex the formula, the less
likelihood that it will be successfully handled or trained.
Tiffs is an additional verification of the adequate choice of
the logical formalism.
It is an interesting observation that tile training of
computational autism occupies tile intermediate position

between the computer learning and normal human
learning:

¯ Computer learning. The evident feature of
teaching the computer to perform a human-like
intellectual activity requires 100% formalization
of the knowledge representation and reasoning
machinery.

¯ Autistic learning. Intermediate be~,veen the
normal human and computer learning in the
sense of complexity and the number of necessary
details to cover (to represent strictly or formally).
Teaching the mental axioms to autistic children
can be considered as a specific programming
technique with the certain degree of generality,
abstraction, formality and flexibility under
transitioning from domain to domain. The
requirements to formalization is less strict than
that of the computer learning, but the knowledge
has to be tightly linked to the model of
phenomena.

¯ Normal human learning. Non-formalizable,
involves learning explicit rules, learning by
examples, learning deterministic and statistical
information, etc. The major difficulties of the
computer learning are resolved easily and
implicitly while teaching a normal human.

We present the analysis of the sequence, how the mental
states appear in the process of human development. We
state the proposition of monotonous increase of the
complexity of mental formula, reflecting the perceivable
mental states in the course of development. It has been
shown that the normal humans under natural development
break the monotonicity proposition. Around the age of 18-
24 months human toddlers begin to pretend and recognize
the pretending of others (Perner 1991, Zaitchik 1990).
However between 36 and 48 months these children show
the evidence of understanding additional epistemic states
such as knowing and the simplest mental axiom that
seeing leads to knowing. So the pretending phenomena
starts earlier than the knowing one, but the concept of
pretending can be derived via knowing, intention and
belief. Hence, the normal development process violates the
monotonicity proposition.
Our study showed that the autistic children can learn the

mental concepts in the order of complexity increase under
the training in the corresponding order. Therefore, the
autistic development obeys the monotonicity proposition
under the specifically oriented training, but the normal
human development violates it.

1.1 Testing the model
The simplest illustration of the autistic behavior is as
follows. An experimenter, sitting next to an autistic child,
takes two pieces of paper and put the token underneath
one of them such that the child sees that. Then the
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experimenter asks the clfild, where would his friend, who
is currently outside the room, look for the token: under the
left piece, under the right piece, or under both of them.
The control child answers: "under the both". The autistic

clfild usually answers "under the left one, because you
(experimenter) just have put it here. The autistic child
does not understand, that since the friend was out of the
room, he/she did not see where experimenter has put the
token. The following axiom is missing:
not see(Agent, Something) ~ not know(Agent,

Something).
This is the simplest mental state axiom, which can be
corrupted in the autistic brain. See the detailed testing
scenarios in Section 2 and definition of derived mental
predicates in Section 3.1.

20 autistic children of the age 4-18 participated in the
testing and training and 20 control children of the age 8
participated in the testing (Fig. 1). Note that the testing
covers the majority of mental formulas complexity 1-4,
involving want and know (believe is identified x~dth know
for simplicity). The manifold of tested mental state
achieves the real world complexity. Therefore, the trained
clfildren are expected to behave properly in the real
conditions, ff they are able to transfer artificial mental
states to the real ones.

¯ Each question (with the mental formula
complexity below four) was successfully
answered by every control clfild.

¯ Each question was failed by at least one autistic
kid.

¯ For each question the autistic child failed, it was
possible to perform training such that the
question is successfully answered after fifth
attempt.

¯ The higher the colnplexity of mental formula, the
higher the failure rate.

ff to substitute the mental states by physical states, the
questions will be easier answered by the autistic children.
It will not make a significant difference with the control
clfildren, taking into account the average mental (not
physical) age of autistic patients.

Results of simulation and training

1. Adequate logical formalism of reasoning about
mental attributes is found to represent the
phenomenology of reasoning, inherent to autism.

2. This formalism generalizes the reasoning
peculiarities of autistic children, revealed in the
psychological studies (Baron-Cohen 1988, Lesley
and Thaiss 1992, Perner 1991). From the specific
behavioral patterns such as pretending,
deceiving, choosing of action, etc. we proceed to
the general framework of mental states, corrupted
as a whole.

3. The experiments, based on suggested formalism,
cover the totality of all mental formulas of the
complexity below four. The control group
successfully fulfills all the tests, however each of
the autistic kids of the physical age of 4-18 failed
the majority of tests (Table 1, third and fourth
columns).

4. For each mental formula, expressed via the
concepts of knowledge and intention, there is a
way to explain it to an autistic child such that tiffs
formula (question) is handled properly after
repetitive trnining. Acquired skills can be
transferred to a situation, represented by the same
mental formula with an arbitrary physical state
and action.

5. The logical formalism of reasoning about mental
attributes introduces the strong background for
detection and training of these intellectual
capabilities of the autistic children of the verbal
age.

6. Suggested formalism allows one to represent an
autistic patient as a binary vector of valid/missing
mental axioms. This can serve as a firm basis for
classification and statistical analysis of the
autistic patients.

7. Developed methodology of training covers all
mental formulas an autistic child needs for
interaction with the other humnn.% being able to
reason about the mental attributes of
himself/herself and of the others.

This logical model of autism is applicable to both
diagnosis and education. The preliminary experiments
showed that after explaining to the autistic children a
series of scenarios based on a corresponding axiom, these
children raised the complexity of reasoning about specific
mental states and actions, and demonstrated their
capability to apply this axiom independently.
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The brain and axioms
Fig 1: Lo#cal model of autism builds the link between the
axiomatic method and the brain. We use the lo#cal model of
autism for the indirect experimental proof that the brain
functions, in particular, on the axiomatic level.

Testing and exercising scenarios

In this section, we introduce the testing and exercising
scenarios. Unprepared, autistic children usually fail most
of the questions below, depending on their mental age and
degee of reasoning corruption. These scenarios are
designed to cover the manifold of domains of mental
reasoning, varying the complexity for each domain.
Scenario presentation in this Section is informal, and the
Section 3 below introduces the formalization machinery.
These scenarios serve as a mean of revealing of corrupted
mental formulas and of developing the training strategy,
oriented to acquisition of that very formula. This strategy
has been desig-ned and tested to be performed by
professional psychologists, introduced to the field of
Logical Artificial Intelligence.

There are two children, A and B, who are subject to
diagnosis and/or training of the corrupted reasoning about
mental states and actions. Correct answers follow the
question, wrong answers are enumerated in the
parenthesis, where presented. The experimenter (E) 
introducing the scenarios and asking questions.

Mental states of another person
There is a table in a room with two boxes on it. The
experimenter (E) is keeping a token in his hands. A is 
the room, and B is outside the room. E is asking A:
1) You see the token in my hands. Do you know which
box I am going to put the token to?

A: I don’t know that box / nobody knows. ( A (confused):
I don’t know the answer).
2) E: As you see, I put the token into the left box. Do you
know, where B will look for the token: in the right box, in
the left one or in both boxes?
A: In both boxes. (In the left box, where the token actually
is).
3) E: And do you know where the token is?
A: I know where is the token.
4) E: Does B know where the token is? If we ask him,
what would he respond:
A: I don’t know where the token is. (I know where it is. 
know it is in the left box).
5) E: K we ask B about his opinion, do you (A) know
whether B knows where the token is?
A: B knows that I know that he does not know where the
token is. 03 knows where the token is, B does not know
where the token is, B knows that I know where the token
is, B knows that I know that B knows where the token is.)
6) E: Can we achieve a situation, when B will know where
the token is?
A: Yes, we can tell him or show him (A is confused: 
don’t know).
B enters the room. Now all the questions are repeated; B’s
responses, predicted by A, are actually evaluated.
7) E, After A showed (or told) B the location of the token:
How do you 03) think, did A know whether you knew the
location of the token while out of this room?
B: A knew that I did not know where the token is.
8) E, interrupting B: what do you (A) think, what will 
say?
A: B will say that B knew that I knew that he B did not
know where the token was.
9) E: Now you 03) know where the token is, because 
have shown you. Do you think he (A) wanted you to know
where the token was?
B: Yes, A wanted myself 03) to know where the token is.
10) E: Do you (A) know whether B knows that you 
wanted him 03) to know where the token was?
B : Yes, I know that I wanted B to know where the token
was.

A wrong mental state

1) E: Now I want to tell you the following. I believe, that
B still does not know where the token is. Who is wrong:
myself (E) or 
A: You are wrong telling us that B still does not know
where the token is. 03 is wrong, now he does know where
the token is).

Mental state transmission

This is a mirror test to the mental state of the other person
one.
E keeps the blank piece of paper. A is next to E, and B is
in the other room.
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1) E: I am going to plot a geometric sketch on a piece of
paper. Fm about to start the drawing. Do you know what I
am going to draw; do I know, if myself knows what will
be drawn?
A: I don’t know, and you do.
E finishes tile picture.
2) E: Now you know, what I’ve drawn. Does B know that?
A: B does not know what is drawn.
3) E: How can you let him know what is drawn?
A: Either show him or tell him (describe tile picture).
4) E: You mentioned two ways of letting B know about
this picture. Do both these ways require your knowledge of
what is actually drawn?
A: No, to show him, I do not necessarily have to know
(have seen) the picture. To describe the picture, I have 
know its content. (Yes, I have to know the picture content
for both telling and showing).
5) E: If we call B into the room and ask him if he knows
what is on the paper, what would he 03) respond? What
would he respond if we ask him after we show him the
picture?
A: Before we show him 03) the picture, he will tell that he
does not know what it is about. After we show or tell him
03) about the picture, he will tell he knows it.
6) E: if we ask B concerning his opinion, do you (A) know
that he 03) does not know what this picture is about right
now, before we informed him about the picture?
A: B knows timt I know that he does not know the
drawing. (A confusing: I don’t know. B does not know
that I know that he does not know. B does not know that I
don’t know that he knows).
7) E: I guess, I want your friend to know what is on the
picture. Is it true? ff so, does B know that you wanted to
let him know about the picture? Does B know that you
want him to know the picture?
A: I’m not sure. After I informed him about the picture,
he would know that I wanted him to know what is on the
picture. I don’t know if he 03) knows that I want him to
know the picture.

Thereafter E calls B in and asks A to actually inform B
about the picture. All the questions above are posed for B
as B’s prediction of mental state of A.

Temporal relationships over the mental states. To
forget and to recall
There are the toys on the table: a bear, a fox and a rabbit.
Experimenter is asking the child about Iris/her mental
states.
1) E: As you see, the bear is watching the rabbit. Does the
bear know that the rabbit is on the table?
A: Yes, The bear knows that the rabbit is on the table.
2) E: Now the rabbit leaves the table. The bear knows that
the rabbit is not on the table any more. Does the bear
know that the rabbit was on the table before?
A: Yes, he knows that he was on the table before.

3) E: Then, after a while, when the fox asks the bear if the
rabbit had been on the table, the bear is sa)fng that the
rabbit has not been there. Trusting the bear, what do you
think, does the bear know that the rabbit was on the table?
A: The bear does not know that the rabbit was on the
table.
4) E: OK, the bear forgot that the rabbit was on the table.
Does the rabbit know that he earlier knew that the rabbit
had been on the table?
A: No, the rabbit does not know that he earlier knew that
the rabbit had been on the table.
5) E: Now the fox wants the bear to recall that the rabbit
has been on the table. What ~411 she do?
A: She (the fox) will tell the bear that the rabbit was 
the table, and that the bear has seen him there.
6) E: Then, assuming, that the bear trusts the fox, what is
the knowledge of the bear?
A: Now the bear knows that the rabbit was on the table.
7) E: OK, so the bear recalls that the rabbit was on the
table. Does the bear know that before the recollection he
did not know that the rabbit had been on the table?
Analogously, does the bear know that he(bear) knew that
the rabbit had been on the table, while the bear was
watching the rabbit?
A: Yes, the bear knows that he did not know that the
rabbit has been on the table, as well as the bear knows that
he knew that the rabbit has been on the table while
watching the rabbit.

Pretending
There is a table, and a book on it. The experimenter
teaches the child A to pretend that it is soap.
1) E: As you see, there is a book on the table. Do both of
us know that it is a book?
A: Yes, both of us know that it is a book.
2) E: Now let us pretend that it is soap. Both of us ~411
still know, that it is the book. How ever, if I ask you, what
that is, what will I respond?
A: You respond that it is soup.
3) E: If you ask me, what is on the table, what ~4ll 
respond?
A: That there is soap on the table.
4) E: When one asks you if you know what is on the table,
what will you respond?
A: I do know what is on the table.
5) E: Now let us stop pretending. Both of us still know
that this is actually a book. ff one asks me what is on the
table, what ~411 1 respond?

A: You ~411 respond that it is the book.

Simulation, diagnosis and training

In the previous Section, we introduced the scenarios,
which are the basis of training by the professional
psychologists. Computer-assisted rehabilitation of
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reasoning about mental states is another side of the
suggested training teclmology. Below we present the
formalization of basic entities, used in the previous
Section informally to form tile training scenarios.
Formalization of mental entities is required to form the
knowledge base for the natural language interaction of
autistic children with the diagnosis/training toolkit.
Usually, autistic patients willingly spend sufficient time
with computer if the program behavior is appealing (in
particular, intellectually challenging). Though there is 
strong and widely spread opinion that the development of
tile emotional world is the primary task for autistic
rehabilitation, computer-simulated communication is
verified to be an important component of the training
(Galitsk3, 1999c).

Derived mental predicates

We have given the definition of the concept inform above.
In this section we define tile concepts offend, forgive,
reconcile, explain, pretend via the basis want-know-
believe. This definitions are tile formal background for
the training scenario (first Section).

The concept definitions are presented via the MS
extension of first-order language to highlight the specific
of MS PROLOG implementation (Gaiitsky 1998, Dahl
1999). We use the traditional notions of the logical
programming (Variables are capitalized, quantifiers are
skipped, default conjunction and temporal sequences are
represented by term enumeration (symbol & is equivalent
to symbol, ).

We start with the definition of unintentional offend
(Galitsky 1999a). Ignoring modalities and tenses, we state,
that unintentional offend is based on the lack of
knowledge that the offending action do(Who, Action) is
unwanted.
offend( Who, Whom, Action) :- want(Who, Action),

not want(Whom, Action),
not know(Who, not want(Whom, Action)),
do(Who, Action).
We remind the reader, that tile default temporal relation

between the terms is tile order these terms occur in a
clause. To be forgiven, the offender has to demonstrate by
some way that the offense was actually unintentional. It is
necessary for the offender Who to inform Whom that Who
would not do that Action if Who knew Whom did not like
(wan0 it.
forgive( Whom, Who, Action) 

offend( Who, Whom, Action),
inform(WhoElse, Whom,

not know(Who, not want(Whom, Action))),
believe(Whom, (know(Who, not want(Whom, Action))---~

not do(Who, Action)
)).
If Who is unable to convince Whom (to make him believe)
that the offend was unintentional, the other agent

Counselor is required to explain the actual situation to
Whom.
reconcile(Counselor, Who, Whom, Action):-

offend( Who, Whom, Action),
not forgive( Whom, Who, Action),
explain(Counselor, Whom,

not know(Who, not want(Whom, Action))),
believe(Whom, (know(Who, not want(Whom, Action))--~

not do(Who, Action)
)).
While explaining, a Counselor helps Whom to build the
deductive link between particular facts and general
knowledge, Whom possesses in accordance to the
Counselor’s belief The Counselor knows this deductive
link him.~elf, believes that this link is unavailable for
Whom and also believes this link will be established after
Whom is informed with PremiseFact
explain(Counselor, Whom, FacO :-
know(Counselor, PremiseFact--~FacO,

believe(Counselor, believe(Whom,
not know(Whom, Fact)),

believe(Counselor,
(inform(Counselor, Whom, PremiseFact 

believe(Whom, Fact))
).
This definition gives Whom the explanation why the Fact
holds. One can compare our semantic for explain with the
other option, the commonsense definition of the concept to
explain by example, what feature could a particular object
possess". Counselor explains Whom what Feature could
possibly Object possess, using the FeatureList as the set of
examples. The following has to hold to give Who an
ability to explain Whom the Feature of the Object: Who
knows that Feature, and Whom does not know, what could
be a Feature of the Object. Then the Counselor informs
Whom about the example FeatureList.
explain_by example(Counselor, Whom,

Feature(Object, FeatureList)) 
know(Counselor, Feature), not

knowcffVhom, Feature(Object, FeatureList)),
know(Who, ObjecO,

inform(Counselor, Whom, FeatureList).
We remind the reader, that all the above concepts are

indeed defined in the want-know-believe basis.
To introduce the concept of pretending, we first use the

operator notation for knowledge and pretending. The
presentation of the axioms for pretending, expressed in
terms of modal operators, will be followed by the
definitions in terms of metapredicates. This is another
illustration that metapredicates deliver sufficiently
expressive language to express such concepts as
pretending. We denote by PUw the fact that agent i
pretends that the fact F holds; K-,P" denotes the knowledge
of fact F by the agent i. We do not use special s3,mbols
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here to express tile observation that the agent i pretends
for another agent j; we express this fact indirectly.
1) General definition: an agent i pretends to the agentj
that the fact F holds if he knows thatj will understand the
pretending: a) i knows thatj knows that i pretends, b) 
knows that F does not hold and that j knows that F does
not hold, c) i assumes this pretend will be accepted.

KiKj Pi F & Ki not F & Ki Kj not F ~ Pi F.

2) The pretend addressee either accepts the pretend
(pretends that he knows the fact) or reject it (not know it).

Pi F -+ Pj Kj. F v not KjF.
3) If an agent i pretends that FI holds for agentj and
pretend that F2 holds for agent m, and j can inform m
about some fact G (in particular, it could be that G=M1),
than i has to keep pretending that the conjunction of FI
and F holds

KjPiFI & KmPiF2 & (Kj.G ~ KING) -+ F=FI&
Fe& PiF.
4) If an agent i pretends that F~ holds and agent 
pretends that F: holds, and this pretending has been
accepted by both of them, than both of them aware that
neither F~ nor Fe holds.

P~ F~ & Pj F2 & Pj Ky FI & P, K~ Fe -~ K~ not (Ft 
Fz) & Kj not (Ft & Fz).

Understanding mental states of the scene
participants

Fred

Fig. 2: Natural Language system answers the questions
about the mental states of the scene heroes (Mike, Peter,
Fred, Nick and the dog).

When tile system knows the definitions of mental concepts
and the mental states for a particular scenario, the
question-answering can be organized, initiated by a
picture (Fig.2).
Below are examples of questions the patients may ask the
system about, while watclfing the scene. The trainee
compares tile expected answers (their own understanding
of the mental entities) with ones suggested by the system.

Does Mike see that the dog is eating the sausages?
Does Peter see what is happening with Mike and the dog?
Does Nick know what is happening with Mike and the
dog?
Which way does Nick express his emotions?
Does Fred know whether Peter knows what is happening
with sausages?
Does Nick want to keep the dog from eating the sausages?
What would Fred do if he wants to let Peter know what is
happening?
Does Fred believe that Mike would yell at the dog if he
(Mike) knew that it was eating the sausages?

Understanding mental states of the couple of
abstract agents
NL system is capable of processing the requests about the
mutual mental states of two agents, Mike and Peter. Each
textual answer (the predicate iassert/1), describing the
particular mental state of these agents, is associated with
the semantic header: formal expression, representing the
essential idea of the answer.
What if Peter knows that Mike knows that Peter does not
believe that something holds?
know(peter, know(mike, not believe(peter,_))):-
iassert($Peter would expect Mike to keep convincing
Peter concerning the token location.S).

What does Peter want Mike to know about the belief of
Peter ?
Does Peter know that Mike knows that Peter does not
believe that something is true ?
How can Peter pretend that Peter does not want that Mike
know anything ?
What would Peter expect if he would know that Mike
knows that Peter does not know something ?
Guess what did Mike do such that he would want that
Peter did not know anything?
What did Peter want to tell Mike about his belief ?
Did Mike pretend that he did not tell Peter what Mike
wanted?

The reader can access the question-answering web page at
x~vw.iaskweb, com/tech engines.html
If autistic children have advanced mathematical skills, it
seems fruitful to teach them reasoning about mental
formulas using visualization by means of dynamic tables
(Fig.3). The tables are automatically s3~nthesized 
represent mental formulas. The green rows contain the
semantic types for the arguments of metapredicates.
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inform ]. Mike .] Peter location

Then Mike wants to inform Peter about the location

Fig. 3: Output of the question-answering system in the form of tables

The agent type ranges over the participants of the
scenario, and the arguments of mental predicates
(metapredicates) have the semantic type abstr: they range
over arbitrar}, (mental) formulas. The white rows contain
the name of atoms.
This way of representation representation can be referred
as semi-structured: each cell can be replaced by a table for
a formula, if the corresponding variable is substituted with
this formula. We illustrate how the concept itfomt is derived
via the basic mental predicates, given two agents Mike and Peter
with mutually-involved mental states (See the first Section). The
last table is the conclusion (reaction) that the mental action
inform has actually occurred.

Conclusions

The phenomena of computational autism has been
introduced to explore the theoretical and practical issues
of the mental disorder. The theoretical result is building
one more link between the experimental brain research
and symbolic reasoning. The study showed that the
abstract formalism of reasoning about mental states,
intended to model the hmnan behavior by a technical
system, found an emergent application in the simulation of
human agents.

The practical value of this study is compositions of the
set of scenarios with accents on reasoning about mental
state for diagnosis and rehabilitation of for autism
spectrum disorders. The training methodology is intended

for manual training by psychologists, as well as by
computer interactive environment for proper reasoning
about human agents. Our experiments demonstrated that
rehabilitated deductive capabilities of autistic children
contributes in the overall emotional development, usually
considered as a main target of corruption under this
disorder.
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